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About This Game

Firstly born as a simple 7 soccer game, Seven Soccer has grown up and now it presents itself as a sci-fi soccer tale.

Inspired by some old sci-fi tv series, a short tale with a electrifying ending was added, in order to justify the events that were
told.

Before entering the heart of the game, it will be a short tutorial phase, in which you will learn the basic commands to play the
matches.

You begin as a child, with your mother teaching you to kick the ball (and in this phase you already notice the post-apocalyptic
scenery); then you’ll be in the public gardens with your friends, when the benches were the goal; and then you’ll be in a park

where you will learn to save the shots of the opponents. In 7 Soccer, in fact, the goalkeeper is completely under your control and
you will decide if you want him to dive and when.

THE LEAGUE
Once completed the tutorial, the difficult phase of the league will begin, where you will have to face nine teams of different

difficulty.
The final position in the table will have a certain importance, because once finished the league you will be able to challenge the

national teams of the various countries, but only if you unlock them from your score.
Winning against the national teams will let you gain tickets to enter the DOME (the more national teams you face, the more

tickets you gain - from here the importance of a good classification).

DOME
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The Dome is a place of challenges, through rooms in which obstacles of increasing difficulty are randomly placed. It will be
through this structure that you will be able to follow the evolving of the plot and to understand what happened to the human

kind.
Just the ones who will complete the Dome with a high general score, will unlock the complete final.
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Title: 7 Soccer: a sci-fi soccer tale
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Mario D'Eliso "Elis-D"
Publisher:
Mario D'Eliso
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Directx 9 compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

Additional Notes: 1280*720 resolution

English,Italian
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Used to be an ok time waster. I got into it as a relax after work game. It's like a FB game as you need energy to keep going
which you either wait for it to refill or buy with real cash. I was fine with that, kept me from spending what little time I had
before bedtime just playing this game.

 My problem with this game is that 2 times I hit level 24, quit for the night. Came home from work the next day, clicked play
and all progress was gone.....had to start over from level 1 again......as I said, it happened twice, both at level 24.

 I'm glad I never spent money on it because I would have been out however much I spent because their official attitude was "we
don't care".

 One day I might redownload it and try but after spending weeks getting higher levels and unlocking new areas...you get bumped
back to level 1 is just fustrating and made me quit.

 It's fun and free so go ahead and try it if you like these type of games...just be warned that if you spend money and get set back
to level 1 again...you were warned.. I just beat this game and I decided that I just HAVE to recommend it. It's not telling you a
story with words,you get the levels and have to guess what's happening. Also it's kinda short,but worth it's price.
The graphics are astounding!I've never thought that a game can show so much beauty. Also the soundtrack fits very well to the
atmosphere,I love it. The puzzles got hard in the end, and I needed quiet some time to figure out what I had to do,but it was fun.
Overall I'd say that the duration may be short for the price,but it's a unique experience and I'd rate 11\/10 for what it is,how the
puzzles were made and just for how impressively beautiful it is.. Space Cat is easily one of my favorite "Hard" games now with
Version 2.0. This update adds so much to the original game, on top of the classic modes, there is an updated hub area, hats,
basketball, changeable soundtracks (at the time of this review, only a few are out) and most importantly, an adventure mode.

This mode has 8 stages that are very much like classic side scroller bullet hells, except with the mechanics from the base game,
allowing for some fun mobility. The jetpack opens up the option of avoiding enemies, and in the later stages, its sometimes
better to do just that. There are a few weapon choices, but they work differently from each other, allowing for smarter play
once you get the handle of them. Finishing the adventure mode gave me the same feeling that beating Dark Souls for the first
time.

The designs of this game, from levels, to enemies, to the music is fantastic. It's the kind of fun you'd get from turning on your
NES playing Mega Man 3 or Castlevania as a kid.
. The puzzle mechanic is interesting and clever, but the game itself is almost unplayable as it is. There are no customization
options at all - no mute, no non-fullscreen option, no settings of any kind.

Most bewilderingly, there is no button to exit the game. I had to force a quit from outside the program.

I am very disappointed and regret my purchase.. Quite simply the greatest game I have ever played. Shakespeare can get lost.
Seriously, one button for punch and kick. PURE CARNAGE!!!!!!!!!. I wish I could have been part of this psychopathic family.
Giving uncooked potatoes to imprisoned family members, throwing a wasp's nest on the head of the mentally disabled brother,
making babies with chemical experiments, sigh. My life seems to be so boring.. Book of Demons kept me entertained, it's not
the best action RPG I've played - but it definitely scratched the itch and kept me playing for over 15 hours. A great homage to
Diablo, with an interesting papercraft style to it, and a creative card-based equipment\/upgrade\/runic system. There's a lot of
good streamlining that keeps the game flowing well, and onto the next area. However, the bane of the genre - becoming
overpowered, reared it's ugly head at about the halfway mark, and I found myself nearly omnipotent for a few hours.
Thankfully, it did ramp up a bit and i started to get a good challenge, and the final few boss fights had me actually having to pull
out all the stops and scramble a bit.

I have to give props to the devs - it's really well done. For as bombastic as the action gets - The entire screen will be filled with
explosions, smoke, fire, poison, creatures, and the game never stuttered, never slowed down. This is on at least an 8 year old
Alienware laptop I have hooked up to a TV, it has problems with a lot of modern games, but this ran really well. No problems,
no slowdowns, no bugs. The sound is great, i cranked it to where my neighbors definitely hate me if they didnt before.

I enjoyed it, and I see myself giving it another run with another class - in a while :). ni diala
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great game if it doesn't work launch it while holding shift to change the resolution. Worth all the previous seasons. Ends the
seasons respectfully.. Awesome :D). Early Access review:

Game has got real promise and will write a full review once I manage to complete.

It still has some bugs that need ironing out but I'm willing to play through these

So far my party of four D&D players have been transported to another realm, there they are begining their search for their DM
Derek who disappeared before them after reading a rather strange book. Each has a class chosen from theier new D&D game
they were palying the night before and suddenly found they can wield magic for real in this alternate world.

I look forward to the unfolding tale and the expanding game.

I will also add the Devs of the game are good and active in forum.

Certainly worth a play if you love old style rpgs with turn based combat ( my personal fav). A fun game made by the creator of 
FortressCraft:\u00a0Evolved.

https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/254200\/FortressCraft_Evolved\/. First of all, I like card games. Let me tell you why I
didn't like this one.

The card pool is small, and the cards aren't satisfying. In layman's terms, they just don't do cool things. They do damage (if
you're lucky), they heal a small amount, they have a half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665buff that sort of helps.

The story is... bad. And short.

Did I mention the game is short?

There are no unique scenarios, every fight is pretty much the same. Whittle the enemy numbers by focusing on one unit at a
time.

There is no SWEET LOOT! Sometimes you'll get a card or a unit, but like most TCG the majority of the cards are trash and
your deck pool is pretty limited. The units have different stats, some are better than others, but they all function the same. No
fun stuff!

The starting characters are pretty lame, and there's no replayability. No customization, the variety of token in nature. You also
don't really level up enough for the stats to even make a strategic difference.

Your deck isn't limited by theme or anything strategic of the sort. Have the best paladin unit? Use a dwarf spell on his turn to
attack and do a couple points of damage!

If you're wondering where my gripes are coming from, and I will leverage my complaints about the cards being simple and lame
by suggesting you look at "Card City Nights" instead of this game. That game is short too, but the card variety, encounter
variety, card pool, deck size, and strategy\/mechanic\/playstyles offered are a class above this game. Card City Nights makes
Northmark look like a steaming turd.

Anyway, truth be told, I do not regret purchasing this game. In fact, I played it and had a good time. But I'm still not
recommending it because it feels like an IOS game (which it probably is) and is sorely lacking in all departments.
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